SPECIAL THANKS
From the bottom of our hearts, thanks to each of you whose path we crossed in
Belgium and in Palestine, men and women, old and young who rather than “insult
darkness chose to light candles in the night » : .
Thank you Marianne, Nadia and Henri for the time you gave us while we were
taking our first steps into the Palestinian world. Thank you for the simplicity and
honesty with which you allowed us to benefit from your knowledge of the field’s
reality. Thank you too for being so involved : we really couldn’t have dreamt of
better guides.
Thank you, Leïla, Michel and Tal for the dignity of your messages of freedom and
of your call for more conscience. Thank you for the example your direct actions are
: you have opened us to a more complete and more universal reading of the
problem of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict as well as to the wonderful possibilities
there are of a better society.
Thank you, Anne-Sophie and the team of the Halles of Schaerbeek for the
intelligence and richness of the 2008 Masarat Festival. We didn’t know then that
we were entering into « Beautiful resistance » and learning the language of all the
people we were going to meet and make friends with during our trip to Palestine.
Thank you, Philippe for your watchful technical assistance while we were building
www.taayoush.be. Thank you so much for your enthusiasm and steadfast support
for our project.
Thank you Martine for looking for (and finding !) young Palestinians in Aida who
would agree to join us in our meeting-exchange project and so make it come true.
Thank you, Abdelfattah for opening the doors of Al-Rowwad to us
Thank you, dear Salam and Marwa for your extreme kindness and the simplicity
with which you opened the ball of our interviews. Thank you Mazen, Jamal and
Moustapha for the thousands little joys and pleasures we have shared with you
three. Long live the Freedom Sons ! - Thank you dear Youssef for inviting us to
attend your basketball match. It was really impressive to see you all dribble and
turn and score in your wheelchair. We wish your dream will come true and hope
your team will soon be invited to play in Europe and the States. Thank you Ayssar
for the beauty and intelligence of the pictures you and all the members of the
“Images-for-Life” workshop allowed us to discover. Thank you Mourad, and
congratulation for the great human quality of your films about your people’s
everyday life and history. Thank you both, dear Hamza and Mohamed for your
faithful company all along our feedback- relaxation evenings at Aida Guest House.
Thank you Tarek for the intelligence and the generosity with which you look at
people and life in general. Thank you dear Oussama and dear Samira for being
with us all along the interviews. Thank you for the translations and the complicity
you helped us create with the young people of Al-Rowwad.
Thank you, Moustapha Abu-Srour and thanks to your mother Sabha for telling us
about your brother. Thank you Sandra for sharing your Smile Project withus.

Chapeau for your commitment and determination through all the too frequent
vexations and administrative niggling…
Thank you Chantal and thanks to your husband for welcoming us so heartily in
Hebron. Thank you Anya and all the members of the Committee for the
Rehabilitation of the Old Town for the quality of the information you gave us all
along our visit. Congratulation for the spirit and philosophy of the great job of
reconstruction you have initiated. Your vitality and your creativity in the struggle
against oppression are a real lesson to us. Thank you.
Thank you Layali, Mohammad, and the so cute guide from Project Hope
Association for showing us round Nablus. Thank you Ahmad and Professor Wasim
Bichawi for the light-hearted and jolly meeting you organised for us with the
Students of the French department of Al-Najah University.
Thank you Mr Director of the YCC Centre in Balata. Thank you for opening the
doors of the camp and trusting us : be certain we will tell the people here what we
saw, felt and heard in balata and will make your people exist here. May things be
better for all of you soon.
Thank you dear Daoud for the great job you and your colleagues do with the
children of the old Jerusalem. Thank you for everything that in your words, acts
and attitude testifies your real concern that life could one day be possible for
everybody over there. Thank you for the incredible gentleness of your
determination and for your sweet company !
Thank you Mr Ali Jiddah for the trust you have shown in telling as about your
background as an ex-activist of the armed struggle and now a defender of peaceful
resistance. Thank you for considering our project so seriously
Finally, thank you Ribal. You are both so deeply sad and so full of projects, so
cruelly lucid and so desperately determined to give hope a chance. We do admire
your involvement in the Beautiful resistance and the incredible energy you put in
it. You are just amazing and we are your friends, forever.
Taayoush Group

